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ABSTRACT

The last 2 years have been a period of unprecedented growth for the MOOSE community and the software itself. The number of monthly visitors to the website has grown from just over 3,000 to now averaging 5,000. In addition, over 1,800 pull requests have been merged since the beginning of 2020, and the new discussions forum has averaged 600 unique visitors per month. The previous publication has been cited over 200 times since it was published 2 years ago. This paper serves as an update on some of the key additions and changes to the code and ecosystem over the last 2 years, as well as recognizing contributions from the community.
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1. Application developer-oriented changes

The automatic differentiation [1] system has moved toward inserting derivatives based on the global degree of freedom indices. This allows construction of residuals that have highly arbitrary
degree of freedom dependence and are useful for large element stencils found in some finite volume discretizations and for coupling disconnected mesh domains in system code calculations and mortar methods.

Parallel communication and reductions of C++ containers are in most cases achievable with one line of code. The templated interfaces to message passing interface (TIMPI) creates new MPI datatypes on the fly as necessary to communicate, automatically dispatching to the appropriate implementation. User classes are supported by specializing a few TIMPI metaclasses, and combinations of user classes, and system datatypes in nested C++ containers are handled recursively. A generic algorithm for global “push” and “pull” (query-response) of arbitrary data is also available, using non-blocking barriers and input/output to support efficient sparse communication between large numbers of processors [2]. This algorithm is widely used within the Multiphysics Object-Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) and libMesh library code, and it is available to application developers as well. A mortar finite element framework was added to MOOSE and verified. Its usage on contact mechanics and gap heat transfer modeling has improved solver convergence and result quality in practical nuclear reactor simulations [3].

In addition to finite element discretization techniques, MOOSE has added support for cell-centered finite volume discretizations. Finite volume in MOOSE [4] features gradient reconstruction, various first- and second-order advection discretization strategies, and non-orthogonal and skew correction for arbitrary (un)structured meshes. Just as for finite elements, finite volume in MOOSE has at its disposal all the capabilities described elsewhere in this article including adaptivity, distributed and shared-memory parallelism, and coupling.

Understanding the performance of multiscale, multiphysics, and parallel simulation tools can be a complex process. Unexplained pauses in application execution lead to poor user experiences. A capability called the “PerfGraph” was added to MOOSE which creates an execution graph, logs timing and memory information, and automatically prints progress to the screen. The PerfGraph works by manually instrumenting sections of code. If any of the sections are taking a long time to execute, a separate thread will start printing progress information to the screen.

2. MOOSE ecosystem growth

The MOOSE repository hosts modules which tackle physics common to numerous applications. In addition to the previously existing modules for heat transfer or fluid flow for example, new modules were created for fluid–structure interaction [5], ray tracing on unstructured mesh [2], nuclear reactor meshing [6], thermal-hydraulics systems analysis, and geochemistry [7].

MOOSE now supports neural-network-based scientific machine learning through the C++ application programming interface (API) of Pytorch (LibTorch) [8]. Modules from LibTorch can be used to generate and train various neural networks to act as low-order surrogates for MOOSE-based simulations.

3. Application coupling changes

The convergence of multiphysics tight coupling (segregated iterative approach) may be accelerated using fixed-point sequence acceleration methods. The currently implemented methods are the secant and Steffensen methods [9].

MOOSE also has added support for transferring information between applications that may have different orientations in space (rotation), units (scaling), coordinate system types (Cartesian vs. cylindrical), and translations [10]. The coordinate transformation class is essential for performing high-fidelity multiphysics computations such as coupling three-dimensional Cartesian neutronics calculations with two-dimensional axisymmetric nuclear fuel performance computations.

4. End user-oriented changes

Having operated user support through a Google Groups mailing list for many years, the MOOSE development team transitioned to a GitHub discussions forum located alongside the MOOSE repository. This new platform facilitates enhanced user support in numerous ways with subjectively better searchability, easier pinning and highlighting of news and current production issues, more obvious “closing” of a discussion once a solution is reached, and easier ways to seek contributions from internal and external collaborators. Obvious developer quality-of-life improvements include tighter integration with issue triage and subsequent development as users uncover bugs and limitations in the code base.

MOOSE has added the new MeshGenerator system, which allows for mesh generation and modification in MOOSE. Mesh generation and modification may be distributed and multi-threaded.

MOOSE compatibility with various platforms and architectures continues to increase with added support for the ARM64 architecture on MacOS platforms using Apple silicon. This was enabled using architecture-optimized compilers and dependency management within the conda ecosystem and conda-forge community [11].

The MOOSE ecosystem now comes with a flexible binary installation system that works out of the box for installing the necessary libraries, documentation pages, tests, examples, and the binary to a shared location for end users to access. This system leverages the modular Makefile system in MOOSE where complex applications that may build upon several physics modules or other applications naturally roll up to form a single installable package.

Recent improvements to the HIT input file parser have enabled multiple input file support in MOOSE. The user is now allowed to list multiple input files which will subsequently be merged into a single input before the simulation begins. Meaningful errors and information regarding overridden parameters and objects alongside their locations are also produced on the command line, so end users can easily find areas of concern in the merge.
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